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CCH  SureTax  leads the way in transaction tax
calculation
 

CCH SureTax provides expertise and best in class data to some of the biggest, most
challenging clients in the world such as AT&T, Verizon and more.  Now, that same
industry leading content is available in the most powerful tax calculation engine,
CCH SureTax Communications, which is quickly becoming the premier name in tax
calculation software.

 

With over twenty years of experience in the indirect tax space, CCH SureTax
Communications‘ Chief Product Strategist, Mike Sanders, is a pioneer in the �eld of
tax calculation. As a founding partner of Tax Partners  LLC, Mike developed
technology that enabled the business to become the largest tax compliance
outsourcing �rm in the country before being sold to Thomson Reuters in
2005. Together, with the remarkable team and experience of the Wolters Kluwer
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Professional Services team, CCH SureTax bene�ts from industry knowledge that is
second to none.

 

CCH SureTax Communications is the most comprehensive and technologically
advanced tax calculation engine on the market and re�ects our continued
commitment to delivering the most robust, reliable tax software solutions in the
industry. Learn more today!
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